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Abstract—This paper presents a new method called optimal
shift reassignment (OSR), used for reconfigurable multiplication
circuits. These circuits consist of adders, subtracters, shifts
and multiplexers. They calculate the multiplication of an input
number by one out of several constants which can be selected
dynamically during run-time. The OSR method is based on the
idea that shifts can be placed at different positions along the
circuit, while the calculated output constant stays the same. This
differs from previous approaches, which were limited by the fact
that all constants within the constant multiplier were forced to be
odd. The OSR method subsequently releases this restriction. As
a result, the number of required multiplexers in the circuit can
be reduced. This happens when the shift reassignment aligns the
shift values of different inputs of a multiplexer. Experimental
results show multiplexer savings of up to 50 % and average
savings between 11 % and 16 % using the OSR method compared
to previous approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper contributes to the implementation of multipli-
cation with constant coefficients. Constant multiplication is
done using additions, subtractions and bit shifts only and is
a well studied research field for single and multiple constant
multiplication (SCM/MCM) covered in, e.g. [1]-[4]. A special
feature of the constant multipliers considered here is that
the output constant c can be switched between a limited
predefined set of N constants during run-time. This is enabled
by multiplexers which are embedded in the arithmetic data
path. The resulting reconfigurable constant multiplier (RCM)
performs the multiplication cix, where x is a fixed-point input
and i = 0 . . . N − 1 are the selectable constant’s indices.
The generation of RCMs was thoroughly analyzed in prior
work on so called reconfigurable/time-multiplexed constant
multiplication [5]–[12]. As redundant partial circuits can be
reused, RCMs were shown to be more hardware efficient than
using generic multipliers as long as the number of required
output constants is limited. Their optimization is important
to realize hardware efficient run-time adaptable filters [8],
[12], DCT/FFT implementations [13] as well as multi-stage
filters for decimation or interpolation like polyphase FIR filters
[10]. This paper presents a post-optimization of these RCMs
to further reduce the number of required multiplexers. The
background for this optimization and a discussion of related
work is provided in Section II-B.

Fig. 1 shows two examples of such a reconfigurable constant
multiplication for 12305x and 20746x. Fig. 1 (a) shows an

(a) Original (b) Optimized using OSR

Fig. 1: Example of the optimization of an original reconfig-
urable constant multiplier solution by DAG fusion [5].

original RCM solution obtained from the DAG fusion algo-
rithm [5]. Fig. 1 (b) shows the optimized version using the
proposed OSR approach. Both circuits consist of adders, bit-
shifts and multiplexers to perform a reconfigurable constant
multiplication. The scaling factors of the final result and the
intermediate results are given as a column vector beside the
respective adder. The upper value belongs to a multiplexer
selection of 0, the lower one to the selection of 1. The high-
lighted part of the circuit in Fig. 1 (a) calculates 3x = x+21x
or 5x = x + 22x, depending on the selected multiplexer
input. While both circuits in Fig. 1 calculate the same output,
they show a considerable difference in the number of required
multiplexers.

Multiplexers are required if the shifted or unshifted inputs of
adders for the different reconfigurable constants have different
sources (cf. left input of second adder from top in Fig. 1 (a)).
This architectural property of the RCM cannot be changed
by a shift reassignment. Minimization of these multiplexers
is, however, the main contribution of prior work [5]–[12].
Moreover, multiplexers are required to select different shift
values if the inputs of adders for the different reconfigurable
constants have the same source but different shift values (cf.
right input of second adder from top in Fig. 1 (a)). This means,
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it would be beneficial if most of the input shifts of the adders
for the different reconfigurable constants were equal. Aligning
already equal shifts is considered in prior work [5], [6]. There
the shift values are adopted without modifications from odd
fundamental graphs [1] as input, meaning that all intermediate
constants are forced to be odd. This property is beneficial
for multiplier-less single constant multiplication (SCM) and
multiple constant multiplication (MCM) without reconfigura-
tion, as it simplifies the optimization. However, it does not
guarantee that the minimum number of required multiplexers
is found when reconfigurable SCM or MCM is considered.
Better results can be achieved by dropping this property to
allow a reassignment of shift values within the circuit of
each reconfigurable output constant. This can be seen in the
distribution of shifts and the intermediate constants in Fig. 1.

The main contribution of this work is to show that allowing
a shift reassignment regardless whether this leads to odd or
even intermediate constants improves the resulting solutions.
This is shown by an optimal shift reassignment using Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) and is further discussed in Sec-
tion III, followed by an experimental evaluation in Section IV.
OSR is applicable subsequently to all previous solutions for
multiplier-less RCM. This two-step process is still not leading
to globally optimal solutions, but improves the state of the art
considerably. A globally optimal solution could be achieved
by including the OSR into the process of multiplier-less
RCM generation. To the best of our knowledge OSR has
not been considered and evaluated for the optimization of
reconfigurable constant multiplication circuits so far.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Baseline for the Optimal Shift Reassignment

The proposed OSR is applied to already optimized recon-
figurable constant multiplication circuits. For this paper, the
solutions of Tummeltshammer et al.’s DAG fusion [5] are
taken as the baseline. DAG fusion is a method to generate
non-pipelined multiplier-less RCMs based on optimal SCM
solutions taken from [2]. Optimal SCM means that the number
of required adders in the input circuits taken from [2] is
minimal. The base of this kind of multiplier-less multiplication
is their composition of an addition of shifted inputs. Note that a
constant shift can be hard-wired and is assumed to be realized
at no cost. A formal representation of a constant is given as
the so called A-operation [3]

Aq(a1, a2) = |2l1a1 + (−1)φ2l2a2|2−r (1)

with q = (l1, l2, r, φ), where a1 and a2 are the input constants,
and l1, l2 and r are shift factors. The sign bit φ ∈ {0, 1}
denotes whether an addition or subtraction is performed.
Starting with an input of 1, all constant values can be built
by first computing all possible outputs of the A-operation
with input 1. Then, all these results and the input are used
to determine further constants using the A-operation. This is
repeated until the desired constant is reached. The result of
this procedure can be represented as a so called adder graph
G. By convention all intermediate constants of G are odd, as
this reduces the search complexity and has no drawback as all

(a) Frag(G0) (b) Frag(G1) (c) Solution 1 (d) Solution 2

Fig. 2: Example fusion of two fragments Frag(G0) and
Frag(G1).

even constants can be generated by left-shifting odd constants.
Further details on actually generating optimal SCM and MCM
circuits can be found in [1]-[4]. DAG fusion sequentially fuses
these SCM circuits to a circuit computing cix by inserting
multiplexers. In this context, x is a fixed-point input value
of a specified bit-width and ci is one of N given fixed-
point constants {c0, c1, . . . , cN−1} selected according to the
dlog2Ne-bit control input i [5]. DAG fusion starts fusing two
input adder graphs, G0 and G1, optimally in terms of required
multiplexers in an initial step to a RCM graph G∗. In the next
step, the remaining input adder graphs Gi, if any, are fused
optimally one after the other into G∗ until all input graphs
are included. An example of such a fusion for fragments of
two adder graphs can be found in Fig. 2. The two fragments
frag(G0) in Fig. 2 (a) and frag(G1) in Fig. 2 (b) can be fused
in two ways. This is denoted as solution 1 in Fig. 2 (c) and
solution 2 in Fig. 2 (d). Clearly, solution 1 is the best choice
in this example.

For a sequential fusion of more than two input adder graphs,
the order of consideration for fusion has an effect on the results
[5]. Hence, all permutations of including the input circuits into
the optimization have to be evaluated to find the best sequential
fusion solution. As stated before, using the solutions of [2]
for the fusion includes their nature of having odd intermediate
constants only. This is a desired property for SCM circuits,
which is also present in RCMs generated using DAG fusion.
Optimality of the fusion steps is thus limited to this property,
too. This is why the shift reassignment which is described in
Section III can improve these results.

B. Further Related Work

Prior work on multiplier-less reconfigurable constant mul-
tiplication is separated into methods targeting field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) and methods targeting
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). While all
methods result in adder graphs in which intermediate re-
sults are reused and reconfiguration is done by multiplexers
(see Fig. 1), the construction of the RCM follows different
methodologies. In [7], [8], [11] a basic computation kernel
was defined which perfectly fits into the FPGA’s logic. This
kernel was used to generate larger RCM circuits. This was
done by cascading the basic computation kernels based on
given target output constants. The goal was to find the solution
with the least number of required basic computation kernels.
In [6] the idea of Tummeltshammer et al. [5] was adopted for
pipelined RCMs on FPGAs. Introducing pipelining is essential
to overcome long routing delays in FPGAs. Pipelined adder
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graphs generated with RPAG [4] were fused optimally and by
a heuristic [6] to reduce the number of reconfiguration multi-
plexers. It could be shown that this method is beneficial for the
implementation of RCMs on FPGAs compared to pipelining
the results of Tummeltshammer et al. [5] as pipelining is
considered already during optimization. Moreover, solutions
for single and multiple output RCM were provided.

The principle of fusing multiplier-less constant multipliers
using multiplexers was also applied for ASICs. The basic idea
proposed by Chen and Chang [9] was to reduce the hardware
costs for adders and multiplexers by using identical patterns in
the canonical signed digit representation of the target constants
when creating single output RCMs. A similar approach to
Tummeltshammer et al. [5] was used by Faust et al. [10],
but special care was taken on keeping a minimal logic depth.
Moreover, this approach can be used to generate RCMs with
more than one output, which was a limitation in [5]. Another
algorithm which is able to generate multiple output RCMs
is ORPHEUS proposed by Aksoy et al. [12]. Their heuristic
constructs the set of reconfigurable constants by a stepwise
realization of reconfigurable intermediate constants beginning
from the input.

All presented approaches have their main focus on minimiz-
ing adder costs in the construction of RCMs and multiplexer
costs to do reconfiguration, but no special focus was given to
the shift value selection. The results in Section IV show that
a special focus on the shift values themselves can reduce the
number of required multiplexers. Hence, this work contributes
to the current state of the art of multiplier-less reconfigurable
multiplication circuits.

III. OPTIMAL SHIFT REASSIGNMENT

A. Example for Shift Reassignment
In the example in Fig. 1, a reduction of 50 % of required

multiplexers can be seen. Obviously, this example is excep-
tionally good, therefore it is particularly suitable to explain
the effects of a shift reassignment. The necessary steps to get
the optimized circuit of Fig. 1 (b) out of Fig. 1 (a), which is
repeated in Fig. 3 (a), are described in the following. First,
the left shift of 1 at the input of the output multiplexer
of Fig. 3 (a) is moved to the inputs of the previous adder’s
multiplexers within the circuit of the reconfigurable constant
output c1 = 20746. This changes the intermediate constant
of adder 3 from 10373 to 20746 and eliminates the output
multiplexer. To retain a valid circuit, the shift at the left input
of adder 3 is changed from 7 to 8 and the shift at the right
input of adder 3 is changed from 0 to 1 in the circuit of c1.
The resulting circuit after this step can be seen in Fig. 3 (b).
The changes discussed so far are highlighted. In a second step,
a left-shift of 3 (out of 4) at the output of adder 2 is moved
to the inputs of the adder’s multiplexers within the circuit of
c0 = 12305. The shift at the left input of adder 2 is changed
from 0 to 3 in the circuit of c0. As another result, a shift
of 1 remains after adder 2, but is now identical to the shift
reassigned in the first step and no multiplexer is needed. At
the same time, both shifts at the right input of adder 2 are 11
and the multiplexer can be eliminated. The resulting circuit is
the one shown in Fig. 1 (b).

(a) Original (b) After 1st step

Fig. 3: Original and intermediate result after step one for the
optimization of the reconfigurable multiplier shown in Fig. 1.

B. Basic Rules for the Reassignment

The example in the last section showed that changing a
shift of one multiplexer has an effect on other shifts in the
circuit to keep the output valid. This results from a special
property of addition, subtraction and bit-shift based constant
multiplications: The sums of shifts on each path from the input
to the output determine the resulting output constant.

More formally, let Sivk be the shift in the circuit of constant
ci at input k of an adder with index v. In the following figures
we use k = 0 for the left and k = 1 for the right input of the
adder. In addition, the output shift is a special case in which
k can be ignored and v is equal to the output y. Now, let Pip
be the set of all shifts on path p for constant ci. The sum

σip =
∑
S∈Pip

Sivk (2)

of these shifts is a constant for each path p for constant ci.
To give an example of our notation, Fig. 4 shows two

realizations of the adder graph of c0 in Fig. 1, with 4 paths
from the input x to the output. Note that the shift of input 1
(right input) of adder 3 S031 is 4 in Fig. 4 (a) and 1 in Fig. 4
(b). However, the sums of shifts on each path are the constants
σ00 = 0, σ01 = 4, σ02 = 12 and σ03 = 13 in both variants. The
relation to the computed constant is

ci =

Pi∑
p=0

φip2
σip , (3)

where Pi is the total number of paths for constant ci. The
variable φip ∈ {−1, 1} is the sign on path p, which is the
product of all signs on that path. In the example of Fig. 4 this
results in c0 = 20 + 24 + 212 + 213 = 12305. This means,
all distributions of shifts having the given path sums are valid
solutions for ci. That is why a shift distribution is possible.
This is taken as the basis for the ILP formulation presented in
the next section.

The topology of underlying adder graphs is not changed by
the OSR. However, a change in shift values could increase the
word size of adders and multiplexers. For the adders zeros are
added, when intermediate results get even. Therefore, this does
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Two different adder graph representations of constant
c0 = 12305.

not increase the adder’s implementation costs. This is also true
for multiplexers in which all input shifts are equally increased.
In case the difference between shift values in a multiplexer is
changed by the OSR, the multiplexer has to switch between
the signal input or zero for some additional bits. This case can
be handled by a simple bitwise AND instead of a multiplexer
for those bits [10]. So, the resulting hardware overhead in this
case is very small.

C. ILP Formulation for Optimal Distribution of Shifts

The objective of the ILP formulation is the minimization
of multiplexers for a given reconfigurable constant multiplier
by selecting the best distribution of shifts. Optimization of
multiplexers means optimizing the number of 2:1 multiplexers.
A k:1 multiplexer can be realized by a tree of k− 1 2:1 mul-
tiplexers. This leads to a linear consideration of multiplexers
during optimization, which was also used in previous work [5],
[6], [9]. Therefore, the Sivk variables defined in the last section
are directly used as integer variables in the ILP formulation.
The observation of the previous section was that the sum of
shifts on each path σip is a constant for a specific circuit
computing ci. Hence, instead of using the non-linear relation
in (3), relation (2) can be used. This is directly represented in
constraints C1 in the ILP formulation in Listing 1. To link the
described multiplexer input usage to the shifts, binary variables
sivkb are defined, which are 1 when Sivk = b. Constraints C2
in Listing 1 define the relation between the binary variables
for the shift of b and the integer shift value Sivk. At the same
time constraints C3 assure that only one of the shift binaries
sivkb is 1 in the final solution to prevent ambiguities at the
definition of the integer shift value in C2.

The next step is to link the corresponding multiplexer
costs to a given shift distribution. As already introduced,
multiplexers appear if the shifted input values for the different
constants have different sources, or if the input shifts for the
different constants have the same source but different shifts.
Only the second case can be influenced by shift reassignment.
Therefore, binary variables Muvkb are defined, which are 1 in
case a bit shift of b is set for the edge from adder u to input k
of adder v. Note that the variables Muvkb are independent from
i. Thus, if the same bit shift b can be used at a specific input in
several graphs Gi, less Muvkb variables are 1. Constraints C4

Listing 1: ILP formulation for the optimal shift reassignment

min
∑

u→v∈G∗

1∑
k=0

Bmax∑
b=0

Muvkb

subject to

C1:
∑
S∈Pip

Sivk = σip
for all v in G∗, p = 0 . . . Pi,
i = 0 . . . N − 1, k ∈ {0, 1}

C2:
Bmax∑
b=0

sivkbb = Sivk
for all v in G∗,
i = 0 . . . N − 1, k ∈ {0, 1}

C3:
Bmax∑
b=0

sivkb = 1
for all v in G∗,
i = 0 . . . N − 1, k ∈ {0, 1}

C4: Muvkb ≥ sivkb
for all edges u→ v in G∗,
i = 0 . . . N − 1, k ∈ {0, 1},
b = 0 . . . Bmax

link the different shift values and different sources for different
constants to the multiplexer input usage.

Following the definitions before, the sum of all Muvkb set
to 1 is identical to the sum of required multiplexer inputs. To
minimize this sum is the objective of the ILP formulation in
Listing 1. All existing edges in the fused graph G∗ have to
be considered, which includes the edges from the input to the
first adder and the edges to the output.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The proposed OSR has been applied to solutions generated
with DAG fusion [5]. We used their open source code [14] to
produce our results. The 1500 analyzed benchmark constant
sets were already used in [6] and can be found online [15] as
constant set and text representation. It is a composition of 100
random constant sets each for 2 to 16 reconfigurable output
constants. The results for the required 2:1 multiplexers (MUX)
can be found in Table I. Each value is the average of 100 test
cases. The comparison shows that on average 11-16% less 2:1
multiplexers are required after the OSR.

Considering the fact that an average value can always
contain outliers, which could obscure the real situation, we
provide a detailed analysis of the achieved savings for the
proposed OSR in Table II. This table shows the sum of the
cases for which a certain number of 2:1 multiplexers can be
saved compared to the original DAG fusion solution. Each
column can be seen as a histogram of 100 values for a
specific number of reconfigurable constants. The last column
is the sum of each row of the benchmark. The sum of
savings with the largest occurrence is marked in bold-face.
For the cases with only few reconfigurable constants, the cases
with large savings are rare, compared to the cases with no
savings. This results from the fact that these rather small
cases have little flexibility to reassign shifts. In cases with
no savings, the original solution was optimal already or had
equal multiplexer costs. For the more complex cases, it can be
seen that with increasing number of reconfigurable constants,
2 to 5 multiplexers can be saved in the majority of cases and
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TABLE I: Average number of 2:1 multiplexers (MUXs) for DAG Fusion [5] RSCM before and after the proposed optimal
shift reassignment. Each value is the average of 100 test cases of a 1500 case benchmark taken from [6].

# sw. out. const. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

DAG fusion [5] 4.12 8.44 11.8 14.77 17.29 20.24 22.51 24.71 27.00 28.12 29.86 31.86 33.59 34.83 36.25
Proposed OSR 3.66 7.06 10.1 12.87 15.10 17.49 19.63 21.43 23.48 24.78 26.32 27.97 29.57 30.34 31.62

% decrease in 2:1 MUXs used 11.17 16.35 14.41 12.86 12.67 13.59 12.79 13.27 13.04 11.88 11.86 12.21 11.97 12.89 12.77

TABLE II: Number of cases in which a certain number of
2:1 multiplexers can be saved compared to the original DAG
fusion solution using the proposed optimal shift reassignment.

number of reconfigurable output constants
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 sum

sa
ve

d
m

ul
tip

le
xe

rs

0 64 26 20 13 20 7 5 6 5 6 2 2 1 1 - 178
1 27 35 26 31 12 12 15 11 8 9 10 6 8 2 7 219
2 8 22 29 29 28 26 23 20 17 20 17 18 13 13 7 290

3 1 11 16 10 23 23 25 16 24 22 25 20 17 14 15 262
4 - 4 8 15 8 19 18 24 19 17 16 16 23 22 18 227
5 - 2 0 1 5 12 6 11 12 10 16 17 13 23 24 152

6 - - 1 1 3 1 6 6 6 14 10 15 18 10 12 103
7 - - - - 1 - 2 6 7 0 1 2 4 8 10 41
8 - - - - - - - - 1 1 3 2 3 3 3 16

9 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - 2 - 4 2 10
10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1
11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1

TABLE III: Relative resulting logic depth after OSR, consid-
ering multiplexers as tree of 2:1 multiplexers.

Relative resulting depth +1 ±0 −1 −2 −3 −4 −5 −6

number of cases 15 539 315 353 187 71 19 1

there are few cases without savings. This confirms that the
absolute average numbers in Table I are meaningful. A saving
of up to 11 out of 41 multiplexers is possible (see last row
in Table II). At the same time, there was no 16 output case
without savings. The run-time of the proposed optimization
using the ILP solver Gurobi 7.0.1 [16] was below one second
even for the largest cases in single thread mode on a 2.2 GHz
Intel Core i7–4770HQ CPU. A speedup is possible by using
more than one thread, which is supported by Gurobi.

Finally, the logic depth of the original and the optimized
solutions was analyzed. While the adder depth is not affected
by the OSR, the reassignment of 2:1 multiplexers could change
the overall logic depth. In 63 % of the analyzed cases, OSR
yields to a reduction in depth (−1 to −6 in TABLE III).
The logic depth was increased in only 1 % of the cases after
OSR. These cases result from an unfavorable distribution of
2:1 multiplexers at different inputs of the same adder.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented the optimal reassignment of shifts in reconfig-
urable constant multipliers using Integer Linear Programming.
This was done to save additional multiplexer resources com-
pared to previous work. It was shown that even though the
original multiplier-less reconfigurable multiplication circuits
were generated in an optimal way while preserving an odd

fundamental representation, improvements can be achieved by
a redistribution of shifts within the original solutions. This
results from the fact that changing the shifts to save further
multiplexers has not been considered before. In doing so,
this makes large absolute and average multiplexer savings
between 11% and 16% possible. The shown post-optimization
is applicable to all previous solutions for multiplier-less RCM
[5]–[12]. The benchmarks used and the source code of the
proposed approach are available as open source [15] to en-
hance reproducibility of the presented results and encourage
future research.
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